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In terms of the molecular-frame polarization parameters aq
(k)(p), an equation is derived that

describes the shape of a photofragment Doppler profile as a function of the three angles �, �, and
� that specify the photolysis and probe laser polarizations about the detection axis. This expression
is specialized to linearly polarized photolysis and probe laser beams. For the particular value of the
angle between the probe laser polarization and the detection axis, ���/2, this equation can be
reduced to the form of well-known laboratory-frame expressions that use the bipolar moment
formalism introduced by Dixon. Comparison of these forms shows the equivalence of the two
formalisms and gives the relationships between the bipolar moments �Q

K(k1k2) and the
molecule-frame aq

(k)(p) parameters. We show that linear combinations of the bipolar moments
completely describe photofragment polarization in the molecular frame and possess distinct
quantum mechanical significance. In particular, it is shown that the coherent contribution to the
photofragment alignment is proportional to the linear combination (1/5)�0

2(02)�(1/7)�0
2(22)

�(12/35)�0
2(42). © 1999 American Institute of Physics. 	S0021-9606�99�01543-3


Photofragment angular momentum vector correlations
can be highly sensitive to the dynamics of molecular photo-
dissociation. Since Dixon’s1 seminal work in 1986, most in-
vestigations of photofragment vector correlations have used
Dixon’s bipolar moment formalism. The derivation of the
formalism is general and follows directly from the treatment
by Fano and Macek2 of the interaction of light with arbi-
trarily aligned and oriented ensembles. As such, the bipolar
harmonics provide a complete phenomenological description
of the detectable vector correlations. Dixon provided a semi-
classical interpretation of the bipolar moments �Q

K(k1k2) that
is useful for transitions connecting two states of well-defined
symmetry but can be ambiguous for a photodissociation pro-
cess involving states of mixed symmetry. In particular, the
semiclassical interpretation does not consider the contribu-
tion of interferences from multiple dissociative states. This
interpretation has limited validity for low-J photofragments
and for systems in which interference effects are expected.
For example, the rotational orientation of CN fragments from
ICN photodissociation has been attributed to interference be-
tween parallel and perpendicular components of the
absorption.3

Full quantum mechanical treatments of the vector prop-

erties of photofragments in the axial recoil limit have been
presented by Balint-Kurti and Shapiro4 and more recently by
Siebbeles et al.5 In the latter, the photofragment angular mo-
mentum distribution is expressed in terms of the dynamical
functions f K(q ,q�), which may be related to the transition
dipole moment matrix elements. A relation between a set of
bipolar moments bQ

K(k2 ,k1) and f K(q ,q�) was presented
	Eq. �B6�
, although the reference frame for the translational
and rotational functions differs from that used by Dixon.
Vasyutinskii and co-workers6 subsequently proposed a set of
reduced parameters �s2 , �2 , �2 , and 2) selected to isolate
dynamically distinct, coherent and incoherent contributions
to the measurable photofragment alignment. They have tabu-
lated equivalent bipolar harmonic forms in the high-J limit.

More recently, Rakitzis and Zare7 used simple symmetry
arguments to describe the photofragment angular momentum
distributions with the molecule-frame aq

(k)(p) polarization
parameters, and they presented methods to measure these
parameters. The aq

(k)(p) formalism is also equivalent to the
treatment of Siebbeles et al., and corrected relationships be-
tween the f K(q ,q�) and the aq

(k)(p) are given below. As
Rakitzis and Zare have emphasized, each aq

(k)(p) parameter
possesses a distinct physical significance �quantum mechani-
cal interpretation� in the axial recoil limit.

The aim of this paper is to give general expressions fora�Electronic mail: zare@stanford.edu
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the experimental Doppler profiles as functions of the direc-
tions of the photolysis and probe laser polarizations, and
hence to relate the bipolar moments �Q

K(k1k2) to the
aq

(k)(p) parameters and vice versa. These relationships allow
us to give quantum mechanical interpretations to the widely
used bipolar moments when the semiclassical interpretations
are inappropriate.

The photofragment detection probability in the molecule
frame is given by Eq. �16� in Rakitzis and Zare7 �for k
�2). This equation is expressed in terms of three angles �� ,
�, and �, which describe the orientation of the photofrag-
ment recoil direction with respect to the photolysis and probe
laser polarizations and in terms of the molecule-frame
aq

(k)(p) parameters. Here �� is the angle between the pho-
tolysis polarization and the recoil direction, and � and � are
the spherical polar angles describing the probe polarization
with respect to the recoil direction. This intensity expression
gives the detection probability at a specific scattering angle
�� compared to unpolarized fragments with the same angular
distribution, appropriate for the Monte Carlo simulation of
experimental signals.7 To describe the �� dependence of the
observed signal analytically, the normalization needs to be
relative to unpolarized fragments with an isotropic scattering
angle distribution. Renormalizing Eq. �16� of Rakitzis and
Zare by a factor of 	1��P2(cos ��)
 and specializing to the
case of linearly polarized photolysis and probe lasers, the k
�1 term is dropped, giving

Imol	� ,� ,�� ,� ,aq
�k��p �


�1��P2�cos ����s2	�1���cos2 ��a0
�2�� � �P2�cos ��

��1��/2�sin2 ��a0
�2��� �P2�cos ��

�sin �� cos �� Re	a1
�2�� � ,� �
�3/2 sin 2� cos �

��1��/2�sin2 ��a2
�2��� ��3/2 sin2 � cos 2�
 . �1�

In this equation, s2 is the detection sensitivity for alignment
moments of k�2, as defined by Rakitzis, Kandel and Zare,8
not to be confused with the s2 alignment parameter of

Vasyutinskii.6 The integration of this expression over all
photofragments that share the same projections of their ve-
locities along the detection axis yields the laboratory-frame
description of the photofragment Doppler-broadened pro-
files. The molecule-frame angles �� , �, and � can be used to
describe the detection probability. Our goal in the present
work is to describe the experimental Doppler profiles in
terms of the laboratory angles �, �, and �. The angle be-
tween the linear photolysis polarization and the detection
axis is �, the angle between the probe polarization and the
detection axis is �, and � is the azimuthal angle between the
projections of the photolysis and probe polarizations in the
plane perpendicular to the detection axis. The molecule-
frame angles �� , �, and � can be related to the laboratory-
frame angles �, �, and � by

cos ���cos � cos ��sin � sin � cos � , �2a�

cos ��cos � cos ��sin � sin � cos�����, �2b�

and

cos ���sin2 � cos � cos ��sin � sin � cos �

�sin � cos �	sin � cos � cos�����

�sin � cos � cos �
�sin2 � sin � sin �

�cos�����cos ��/�sin �� sin ��. �2c�

Here � is the azimuthal angle ranging from 0 to 2� that
describes all photofragments that share the same Doppler
shift, and � is the angle between the photofragment velocity
and the detection axis. Thus cos � is proportional to the Dop-
pler shift or the time-of-flight shift. The laboratory-frame
Doppler expression is obtained by substitution of Eqs. �2a�–
�2c� into Eq. �1� and integration over �,

I lab	� ,� ,� ,� ,aq
�k��p �
�

1
2� �

0

2�

I	�� ,� ,� ,� ,aq
�k��p �
d� .

�3�

Integration of this expression yields:

I lab	� ,� ,� ,� ,aq
�k��p �
�1��P2�cos ��P2�cos ���s2

1
3	�1���a0

�2�� � ��2�1��/2�a0
�2��� �
P2�cos ��P2�cos ��

� 2
3	�1���a0

�2�� � ���1��/2�a0
�2��� �
�P2�cos ��P2�cos ��	 18

35P4�cos ��� 2
7P2�cos ��� 1

5


�sin � cos � sin � cos � cos �	� 36
35P4�cos ��� 3

7P2�cos ��� 3
5


�sin2 � sin2 � cos 2�	 9
140P4�cos ��� 3

14P2�cos ��� 3
20
���6 Re	a1

�2�� � ,� �


��P2�cos ��P2�cos ��	� 8
35P4�cos ��� 2

21P2�cos ��� 2
15


�sin � cos � sin � cos � cos �	 8
35P4�cos ��� 19

21P2�cos ��� 2
15
�sin2 � sin2 � cos 2�

�	� 1
35P4�cos ��� 1

14P2�cos ��� 1
10
���3/2�1��/2�a2

�2��� ��P2�cos ��P2�cos ��

�	 8
35P4�cos ��� 16

21P2�cos ��� 8
15
�sin � cos � sin � cos � cos �	� 16

35P4�cos ��� 8
7P2�cos ��

� 8
5
�sin2 � sin2 � cos 2�	 1

35P4�cos ��� 4
7P2�cos ��� 2

5
��. �4�
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Equation �4� describes one-dimensional profiles �either Dop-
pler or time-of-flight profiles� of experiments with arbitrary
directions of the linear photolysis and probe polarizations.
The limitation to terms with k�2 in this expression reflects
the maximum detectable information with only one photon
in the resonant step, such as 1�1 resonantly enhanced mul-

tiphoton ionization or one-photon absorption spectroscopy.
This provides a complete description of the alignment of
fragments having J�3/2.

The analogous bipolar moment expression of Dixon,1
specialized for one-photon absorption, as given by Hall and
Wu9 is

D�xD ;�a ,�a��1�h �2 ��0
2�02�	 3

5 sin2 �a cos 2�a� 2
5P2�cos �a�
�P2�xD��2P2�cos �a��0

2�20��h �2 ��0
0�22��h �2 ��0

2�22�

�	 6
7 sin2 �a cos 2�a� 4

7P2�cos �a�
��P4�xD��h2�0
2�42�	 9

35 sin2 �a cos 2�a� 36
35P2�cos �a�
�. �5�

In Doppler probing, the velocity resolution is necessarily
along a direction perpendicular to the probe polarization, i.e.,
���/2. The probe angles �a and �a defined by Fano2 in this
case are the same as � and � in the notation of Eq. �4�, the
normalized Doppler shift xD is the same as cos �, and for
one-photon linearly polarized probing, h (2)�s2 . When �
��/2 is substituted into Eq. �4�, the result can be rearranged
into the form of Eq. �5�. Comparing terms, we find the bipo-
lar moments can be expressed in terms of the aq

(k)(p) by

�0
2�20�� 1

2� , �6a�

�0
0�22�� 1

6	�1���a0
�2�� � ��2�1��/2�a0

�2��� �
 , �6b�

�0
2�02�� 1

6	�1���a0
�2�� � ���1��/2�a0

�2��� �


�
�6
6 Re	a1

�2�� � ,� �
�
�6
3 �1��/2�a2

�2��� �,

�6c�

�0
2�22��� 1

6	�1���a0
�2�� � ���1��/2�a0

�2��� �


�
�6
12 Re	a1

�2�� � ,� �
�
�6
3 �1��/2�a2

�2��� �,

�6d�

�0
2�42�� 1

6	�1���a0
�2�� � ���1��/2�a0

�2��� �


�
�6
9 Re	a1

�2�� � ,� �
�
�6
18 �1��/2�a2

�2��� �.

�6e�

Equations �6a�–�6e� can be inverted to express the
aq

(k)(p) in terms of the bipolar moments:

��2�0
2�20�, �7a�

a0
�2�� � ��

4
�1���

	 1
5�0

2�02�� 2
7�0

2�22�� 18
35�0

2�42�

� 1
2�0

0�22�
 , �7b�

a0
�2��� ��

2
�1��/2�

	� 1
5�0

2�02�� 2
7�0

2�22�� 18
35�0

2�42�

��0
0�22�
 , �7c�

Re	a1
�2�� � ,� �
�2�6� 1

5�0
2�02��

1
7 �0

2�22�� 12
35�0

2�42�� , �7d�

a2
�2��� ��

�6
�1��/2� �1

5 �0
2�02��

2
7 �0

2�22��
3
35 �0

2�42�� .
�7e�

Equations �4�, �6a�–�6e�, and �7a�–�7e� are the central results
of this paper. Equations �7a�–�7e� give quantum mechanical
interpretations to linear combinations of bipolar moments
	see Rakitzis and Zare for interpretations of the aq

(k)(p)]. In
particular, the entire contribution to photofragment align-
ment from the interference of multiple dissociative states is
carried in the Re	a1

(2)(� ,�)
 term, proportional to �2 in the
notation of Vasyutinskii.6

In the high-J limit, this coherent contribution to the pho-
tofragment alignment vanishes. Siebbeles et al. have previ-
ously made the equivalent observation that f 2(1,0)�0 in the
semiclassical limit.5 Very recent frequency modulated Dop-
pler measurements on the CN photofragments from ICN
photodissociation have confirmed that the same high-J frag-
ments exhibiting coherent orientation display negligible co-
herent alignment.10 For low-J photofragments where coher-
ent alignment is possible, the bipolar moments still provide a
complete phenomenological set of experimental fitting pa-
rameters, although their semiclassical interpretation in the
body-fixed frame of the transition moment must be aban-
doned. The normal ‘‘physical’’ limits on the k2�2 bipolar
moments1 may, but need not be exceeded in this case. Equa-
tion �7d� provides an experimental means of assessing the
coherent contribution to the alignment, proportional to the
linear combination 1

5�0
2(02)� 1

7�0
2(22)� 12

35�0
2(42).

The treatment of Siebbeles et al. considers the descrip-
tion of the photodissociation of molecules AB to give frag-
ments A and B with angular momenta jA�0 and jB . The
description of the polarization of jB is given by the dynami-
cal functions f K(q ,q�). For this special case of jA�0, the
relationship between the f K(q ,q�) and the aq

(2)(p) is given
by

f 2�0,0�/	 f 0�0,0��2 f 0�1,1�
�
�1���

6 a0
�2�� � �, �8a�

f 2�1,1�/	 f 0�0,0��2 f 0�1,1�
�
�1��/2�

6 a0
�2��� �, �8b�
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f 2�1,0�/	 f 0�0,0��2 f 0�1,1�
��
&

12 a1
�2�� � ,� �, �8c�

f 2�1,�1 �/	 f 0�0,0��2 f 0�1,1�
��
�1��/2�

3 a2
�2��� �. �8d�

Note that similar expressions relating the aq
(k)(p) and

f K(q ,q�) given in the Appendix of Rakitzis and Zare7 have
incorrect normalization constants. For this special case of
jA�0 the relationships between the bipolar moments and the
f K(q ,q�) can be determined by substituting Eqs. �8a�–�8d�
into Eqs. �6b�–�6e� and Eqs. �7b�–�7e�.

Experiments using circularly polarized probe and pho-
tolysis polarizations will be discussed in future work.11 As
mentioned above, several formalisms have been presented to
describe photofragment polarization. This paper connects
these formalisms, so that photofragment polarization can be
discussed in a common language.
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